It befits all to strive with the greatest effort lest they pass their lives in silence.

~Sallust, Bellum Catilinae 1.1
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Salvete Omnes! It's your historian, Kaleigh, here. I wanted to thank all the CAJCLers for making this such an amazing year! I know this year presented us with some unforeseen obstacles, but what I found to be incredible was the overwhelming CAJCL spirit that persists even when we are not together in person. My main goal as historian was to capture YOUR spirit, which is the heart of JCL and all of you CAJCLers definitely made that easy! From Nationals, to LUDI, SCRAM, and all of your Photo of the Month Submissions, our JCL spirit shines through. Your smiling faces and great enthusiasm have made my year, so I dedicate this scrapbook to all of you amazing CAJCLers out there!

The theme this year was "Omnis... summa ope niti decet ne vitam silentio transeant" meaning "It befits all to strive with the greatest effort, lest they pass their lives in silence." I saw that this quote represents the power of strength and unity that comes with teamwork. The scrapbook theme centers around CAJCLers reaching for the stars together! I think this year has shown us the power of our community when we are together and when we are apart, so please always remember to keep your fellow CAJCLers in your heart and together lets reach for the stars.

Maximas Gratias,
Kaleigh Ruegg
St. Ignatius College Preparatory
CAJCL Historian 2019-2020
THE CAJCL DELEGATION WINS 1ST IN SPIRIT

"Ubi concordia, ibi victoria."
"Where there is unity, there is victory."
-Publius Syrus
2nd VP Laila Leads CAJCL Spirit!

"Spirit at nationals was really exciting and we were thrilled to win. It's a special opportunity for the whole delegation to participate together, and the success belongs to each and every person." - Laila Abolfathì

Spirit wouldn't be the same without inflatables and bee headbands!
Athena Davis runs a successful campaign for NJCL 2nd VP!

"While running for national office was the most tiring experience of my life, I'm so glad I did it. Connecting with JCLers from across the country has been so inspiring and serving on the national board has been so rewarding." -Athena Davis
MEMORIES IN THE MAKING! 🌟

What was your favorite activity at NATs?
"I enjoyed bowling/ludi with the wildmats and making soup with my friends because these activities illustrate the magic of Fargo, North Dakota."
-Josh Gill

What did you enjoy most about NATs?
"The community, by far. I enjoy all the activities, but the reason that I go to nationals every year is for the community."
-Rupert Chen
Birthday Celebrations

"Utere, non numera."
"Use the hours, don’t count them."
- Latin Proverb

Karaoke Night

CLICK THE LINK TO WATCH THE VIDEO!
NorCal Spirit
LATINA NUNC ET SEMPER
CLICK FOR THE LUDI SCHEDULE!
LET THE GAMES BEGIN...

Follisvolatilis (volleyball)

Quidditch

Hades Games

Geocaching
Musicals to watch, games to play, and gladiators to find!

The Song of Achilles: From Myth to Musical

M&M Monstra, Vinco

Chess

Inflatable Games
SERVICE PROJECT: WRITING LETTERS TO INMATES STUDYING LATIN AT THE CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION AT TEHACHAPI

ANCIENT ROMAN JEWELRY MAKING
"Verae amicitiae sempiternae sunt."
"True friendships are eternal."
- Cicero
THANK YOU to our Northern Rep, Victoria and the rest of the Ludi team!

Click to watch the Ludi Recap Video!
SCRAM
2019
SAGE HILL SCHOOL
Newport Beach, California
SoCal Spirit
AMICI MADNESS

Click for the SCRAM Activity Schedule!
STEM Challenge: JCLers try to build cranes in record time!

Sage Hill presents the Roman Speed Dating Gameshow

Service Project: writing letters to active duty soldiers for Operation Gratitude!

Toga Yoga in the Town Square

Sage Hill JCL students run a variety of workshops from Cursed Tablets to Roman Cooking!
JCLers get out in the sun and play fun games of ultimate frisbee, Calcitrapilam (kickball), and capture the standard.

Watch out! The friendly competition heats up with fun rounds of fugepilam (dodgeball) and corbifollis (basketball).
A Community Full of Smiles and Friendship!

"Concordia Res Parvae Crescent"
"Work Together To Accomplish More"
-Gaius Sullustius Crispus

Latin Oratory
SCL Corner
THANK YOU to our Southern Rep, Sam and the SCRAM Board!
CAJCL Certamen

Although CARCER was cancelled in NorCal and SoCal, JCLers still played certamen throughout the year!

Ludi Certamen tournament!!

Certamen Finals at SCRAM!

"Aut viam inveniam aut faciam."
-Seneca

SoCal JCLers participate in the Crossroads Certamen Cup!

"I shall either find a way or make one."
A BIG THANK YOU to University High School for planning Convention, especially to our Convention President Kasra Lekan! We appreciate all your hard work and wish we could have attended convention together as a CAJCL delegation.
Incoming and outgoing CAJCL officers and chairs meet via Zoom for the May executive board meeting.

CAJCL NorCal officers and chairs gathered at St. Ignatius and the SoCal officers and chairs gathered at The Willows School for an executive board meeting via video chat.

"Sic itur ad astra."
-Virgil

"Thus one goes to the stars."

CAJCL officers and chairs gathered at The Harker School for the September Board Meeting!

Incoming and outgoing CAJCL officers and chairs meet via Zoom for the May executive board meeting.
Meet the Officers
St. Ignatius JCL starts off the year with their annual Mt. Vesuvius Cake Party! JCLers assembled a cake resembling the eruption of AD 79 while answering Pompeii certamen questions. -Olivia Lamb

JCLers embraced spooky season as they gathered to paint pumpkins at Woodbridge JCL’s annual Pumpkinfest.

- Katrina Watson and Ellie Tachibana
November

Woodbridge JCLers enjoyed SCRAM in Southern California this month with our chapter jumping for joy!
-Katrina Watson and Ellie Tachibana

December

CAJCL Webmaster and JCL member Rupert Chen ('23) leads his team in solving a Latin word puzzle at Harker JCL’s escape room themed Initiation Ceremony!
-Jasmine Wiese
At Menlo School, aequora tutor Victoria helps sixth graders from the Peninsula Bridge Program make their first Latin vocabulary cards.

- Ethan Yan

On February 13th -- ōvō' the Certamenasaur's first day of school -- it participated in its very first Certamen match on the same team as UHS' Andre Qin (Novice, Grammar)! The previous week, it had hatched from its egg in Magister Michalak's class and it was very excited to start school. ōvō was very happy because he made a new friend and fell in love with Certamen.

- Andrew Bota
March

Athena Davis encourages JCL spirit by riding her "Carpe Omne" scooter around Miramonte High School!
- Reese Whipple

April

Even though we are all quarantined, CAJCLers from my chapter (Menlo-Atherton) got together for a zoom toga party where we made our own laurel crowns. If this doesn’t convey the eternal spirit of the JCL, I don’t know what does!
- Sadie Almgren
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